“This creme transformed
my marriage...
. . . and brought back the thrill of being
together— which, as it turns out, doesn’t
have to disappear over time. I tried
pk24 and my husband commented that
I brought a youthful quality to our love
making. In fact, he said it was magnificent!”
— Martha Cromwell, 50, Los Angeles

pk24, the first and only clinically tested anti-aging

vaginal rejuvenation creme, is formulated to hydrate
internal vaginal walls and create a youthful “tightening”
effect lasting up to 24 hours. The effect allows for
greater friction, and in turn enhances sensation and
sexual pleasure for both a woman and her partner.

How do I know it’s safe?
pk24 is manufactured in
the U.S. and has completed
clinical trials for safety.
How do I use it?
pk24 comes in a pump
dispenser. Just apply a
dime-sized amount to the
tip of your middle finger,
insert and massage
thoroughly to the interior
vaginal walls.

pk24 was created by a woman, to help women counteract the problem of vaginal relaxation that generally
results from childbirth or aging — and regain their
youthful sexuality. In clinical trials, 78% of women
reported they achieved orgasm sooner and more often
when using pk24.

When is the best time to
apply the creme?
It starts working after
about 10 minutes, and
lasts for up to 24 hours—
the longer you wait, the
more dramatic the results.

Manufactured in the U.S., pk24 has been tested for
safety and efficacy in clinical trials. Distinguished Los
Angeles gynecologist Shamsah Amersi, MD suggests
pk24 for women with feminine esteem issues.
“pk24 is not only a great product, but one that actually
works!” says Karen F. of New York. “My husband and I
are not only more interested in sex, but pk24 has made
it a much better experience. He now chases me, where
he never did before, which makes me feel so much
better about myself.”
Join the growing number of women who are using
pk24 to bring the passion, the satisfaction and the fun
of sex back into their lives. To learn more, visit: pk24.com

How does pk24 work?
pk24 is formulated to
hydrate the interior walls
of the vagina, creating a
tightening effect that
allows for greater friction,
and in turn enhances
sensation and sexual
pleasure for both a
woman and her partner.

pk24 has been
featured in:
First Magazine
TV’s The Doctors
Playboy Radio

How much does it cost?
$59.95 for one bottle, a
one month supply. Enter
the offer code ”FIRST”
at checkout and receive
a $10 discount.
Where can I get it?
At this time, pk24 is only
available for purchase
online or by telephone.

Available online at www.pk24.com or by calling 1-800-284-2413

